Middle School Student of the Month
November
8th Grade:
Parents: John and Stacey Sykes
Why selected as November Student of
the Month:



Work ethic on the
basketball court
Strives to excellence in
the classroom and is
willing to help other students.

Activities:
Basketball, swimming, trampoline, card games and video games. Dane also
enjoys flying his birds.
What Dane most likes about Gar-Pal Middle School:
Dane enjoys the tribal activities and band.
Role Model
“My role model is Stephen Curry because he helps his community and I model
my basketball game after him.”
Quote:
You miss every shot you don’t shoot however if your Joakim Noah, don’t shoot at
all.
Future Plans:
Dane plans include playing D1 basketball and maybe being an engineer.

7th Grade: Zoe Laughary
Parents: Tina and Corey Laughary
Why selected as November Student
the Month:





of

Works hard to
perform at her best
both in and out of the
classroom.
Works to not just get the assignments done but to understand the
material.
Treats others like she would like to be treated.

Activities:
Zoe enjoys baking, writing, reading playing the clarinet, singing , basketball and
volleyball.
What Zoe most likes about Gar-Pal Middle School:
“I like that all of the teachers at our middle school care about our grades and
give us one-on-one lessons to understand things”.
Role Model:
“My dad is my role model because he always provides me with a strong support
system while guiding me in the right direction and is also an important part of
our community which is inspiring to me.”
Quote:
Be the exception
Future Plans:
Zoe plans to finish high school with a good g.p.a. and then go the college.

6th Grade: Brendan Snekvik
Parents: Kevin and Katie Snekvik
Why selected as November Student
of the Month:



Is a serious student
Positive attitude and
positive interactions
with teachers and
peers.

Activities:
Brendan likes to ski and be with his family. He also participates on the cross
country, basketball and baseball teams.
What Brendan most likes about Gar-Pal Middle School:
“The school has awesome things to learn.”
Role Model:
“My role model is Sam Snekvik because she got veery good grades and is a good
person.”
Quote:
Be yourself because everyone else is taken.
Future Plans:
Brendan would like to be a baseball player or do something with being a
veterinarian.

